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The New French
Revolution
Looking back,
moving forward
Covid-19 could have very well spelled the
end of days for the French startup scene in
2020. But instead, it proved that the French
ecosystem is robust enough to not only roll

given the inhospitable environment created
by anti-startup bureaucrats. We still have
Eventbrite, Tenable and Moderna to name a
few, all billion-dollar companies founded by

Given this context, the milestones we have
it), French startups raised a record €5.4bn,
of resilience but of the sheer relentlessness

period of time. It is also a reminder of how
unicorns — 4 of which sprang up last year —
and has strengthened its IPO pipeline.

Covid-19 proved that
the French ecosystem is
robust enough to not only
roll with the punches but

Though we enter 2021 with a lot of
uncertainty, there are three things that you
can bet your hat on:
The French government, which Sifted
has nicknamed the “very visible hand”
(p. 34), is not about to let the ecosystem
down now. Certainly not under President

Not bad for a place that, less than a decade
It was a place where venture capital was
scarce and foreign investors came for

regulations, programmes and the continued
commitment of our team and 50+ French

Riviera — certainly not to invest in startups!
convinced that staying would be suicide

Diversity and inclusion will move front
and center.
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help of the very best entrepreneurs — and
classes. Great innovators can be found in
the inner cities, the countryside, among
immigrants, refugees and the urban poor.
Many of them will be women. This talent
needs to be tapped if we are to succeed. In
2021, we are upping support of grassroots

ecosystem via our €15M programme, French

The “French Tech Revolution” is well on
its way, with entrepreneurs, investors,
communities… and yes, even the
government, helping to push the whole
movement forward. The time is coming
when values and valuations will go hand-inhand, and when innovation will be focused
challenges — and if things go right, with no
heads rolling.

We will break whatever record we set for
the next year. With the rest of Europe.

reality. We need all of Europe to mobilise
change and to seize this moment in order to
become an alternative tech powerhouse. If

KAT BORLONGAN
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“We have a president who is willing to commit himself to technology, because tech is
at the heart of international discussions today… (Macron) is fully aware we have to
invest more and accelerate.”

The entrepreneurial state
he French government has always sought to guide its economy and nurture strategic
applying these principles to its digital sectors.

The French touch
French innovation carries its own distinct signature, from food and wine-tech to the

Predictions for 2021
world of tech. Here are eight trends to watch out for.
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Before
you beg
gin
A primer on France
What is there to say about French tech?
A decade or so ago, the answer to that

churning out tech champions, while Europe,
which had largely missed the boat on the
rise of the data economy, was struggling to
move forward.

if anything it was a measure of success. For
a long time being a technology company
meant adopting that approach. So what will
the French way be? And can French tech
emerge with a strong, distinct identity that

A lot has changed in 10 years. Economic

innovation globally?

and brands with international reach are
now coming out of France, and founders
are outgrowing their national and regional

This report analyses the state of French tech
as of 2020, zooming in on the particular
context created by the Covid-19 pandemic
the achievements of French startups and
pinpoint the early signs of what is still to

out how to capitalise on its world-class
mathematicians and encourage well-

entrepreneurs.

together — and international investors are

We split our analysis into three parts:

which explores the distinct signature of the
for French tech on the global stage is a
explore predictions for 2021, highlighting
one. Attracting further capital from bigger
reading it.
and growing a more diverse pool of topthe challenges that lie ahead.
MARIE MAWAD
Journalist at Sifted
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Geared
for growth?
France has proven its mettle at producing startups that

the next level.

What France has achieved
A change in mindset is giving rise to ambitious
entrepreneurs
The previous generation of entrepreneurs are reinvesting
There is a growing pool of available capital for startups
Attention from international investors
More collaboration with corporates

What’s next?
A chance to capitalise on deep tech as the next frontier
growth
More large exits through M&A

talent
Encourage smaller hubs in cities outside of Paris
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F

rom health insurance and
ride-sharing to insect food and

A NEW BREED OF FOUNDERS

have proven their ability to

unicorns have made headline news,

footsteps of earlier success stories

French-born technology companies are
attracting the interest of international

reinvesting their winnings to support
the next generation. Antoine Martin
and Alexis Bonillo became seed
investors after selling their location-

many are well positioned in sectors
poised for growth, particularly in areas
health, cybersecurity and enterprise
software.

ecosystem. Wannabe entrepreneurs
success stories, and a strong spirit
of collaboration infuses the French
startup community as winners help lift

business angel after selling his eBay
competitor PriceMinister to Japanese

Telecoms billionaire Niel has
arguably done the most to boost
the ecosystem through the Station F
startup campus, which has nurtured

HUGUES LE BRET: founder of

Pretto, Pixpay and Helios via his
own consulting/investment arm
VALENTINE BAUDOIN: partner at
Founders Future, seed investor in

THIBAUD ELZIERE: founder of
eFounders, investor in Argent,

DIDIER VALET: former deputy

businesses. Graduates include
have each completed multi-million-

“As we have more and more startups
scaling and succeeding, we have more
team members in those startups who

French
angel
investors
worth
knowing

emblematic of how far France has
come with regards to fostering
ambitious entrepreneurship.

DAMIEN GUERMONPREZ: chair of
Trustpair, TacoTax, Buy Way and
Personal Finance
GILLES SAMOUN: founder

cofounder and chief executive of Yubo,
youngsters.

entrepreneurs are in it for the long
haul — out to scale their startups
into global champions. They say they
are less tempted to cash out early,

CÉLINE LAZORTHES: founder of

Yubo
THE ELEVATOR PITCH:
Snapchat for teens
MARKET: Consumer tech
TOTAL FUNDING: €51m
YEAR FOUNDED: 2015
USERS: 40m+ in 40+ countries
FUN FACT: Games help start a
users often share a group game of
Pictionary, or play “would you rather”
or “let them guess”.
Image: Station F
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France’s
unicorns
DEEZER: online music streaming
service for any device

BLABLACAR: connects drivers with
a ride

MEERO:
professional photographers and
clients

DOCTOLIB: software for online
appointments with doctors and
dentists

less obsessed with valuations, less

OpenClassrooms
from their hometown.
President Emmanuel Macron has set a
target of having more than 25 unicorns
in France by 2025, from about half
of that number in 2020. And while
such targets are not easily reached,
entrepreneurs still called him out for
not being ambitious enough.

Jean-Charles Samuelian responded
that France should stop counting its
unicorns. Samuelian pitched the idea of

MIRAKL: helps retailers launch their

A CHANGE IN MINDSET

IVALUA: web-based spend
management solutions

VOODOO: casual games developer
for mobile

TOTAL FUNDING:
YEAR FOUNDED:
USERS: 2.5m+
NORTH STAR METRIC: 1m individuals
TOP THREE COMPETITORS: Galileo,
FUN FACT:
years old when he went online searching
for a how-to guide on coding a website
from scratch. That led to the launch of

It completely fell out of the mobile

among and about French tech a
decade ago.
“When my cofounder and I started

CONTENTSQUARE: an optimisation
platform for web and mobile user
experience

MARKET: Edtech

once innovative national telecoms
giant turned into a mere provider

OVHCLOUD: providers of web hosting,
cloud and dedicated servers

VEEPEE: a members-only online
shopping destination

THE ELEVATOR PITCH: Education for
anyone, anywhere

cofounded online education platform
OpenClassrooms in the early 2000s,
which he started when he was 11

Early waves of French technology
entrepreneurs struggled too. Flash
sales website Veepee ventured into the
fears it would be crushed by bigger
For years, music streaming app

it was hardly any better. “There were
practically zero support structures at
that point and it was really hard to
raise any money at all. Friends and

fell behind with the emergence of the
digital and data economy. It spent
years moping about not having its
struggling to support its homegrown

online ad placement startup Criteo —

Over the years, however, successive
governments began to promote
entrepreneurship by pumping
investment into startups through a
variety of structures. The successes
of some founders started to inspire
further.
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all the time, incubators at every
capabilities.
beginning, we used to dream of
French corporates are also bringing
thought that was the ultimate success.
startup innovation.
incubator and a million euros in seed
money.”

“The French ecosystem has so

Corporate
innovation,
French
style
SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC has a corporate
venture capital arm with a €500m
accelerator.

MORE MONEY, FEWER
PROBLEMS
A changing mindset has translated
into concrete success. The average
steadily each year, a sign that founders
expanding internationally, faster and
more aggressively than ever before,
and they are tapping investors for
sizable sums.

years. Startups are more mature and
have ready-to-deploy solutions that
says Julie Ranty, the managing director
at Viva Technology, the organiser of
the VivaTech conference, which aims
to bridge the gap between startups
and corporates in France and Europe.
“As a result, collaboration between
startups and corporates has developed
a lot. And existing leaders in various
industries are also more conscious that
startups can help.”

L’OREAL
partners including Sillages Paris,
a startup developing personalised
fragrances based on machine learning.
DANONE runs their own Manifesto
Innovation Accelerator.
Paris public transport operator RATP
runs an accelerator programme that
aid training platform that uses games
transport.

International venture funds and
technology giants are placing their

EcoVadis
THE ELEVATOR PITCH: A ratings agency

a scout role for Roxanne Varza, Station
MARKET: Greentech

perspectives for French startups,
but having bigger startups on the

TOTAL FUNDING:

these startups could be a factor that

YEAR FOUNDED: 2007
USERS: 450+ enterprise companies

Bazin.

NORTH STAR METRIC: Reach of their
of companies that engage in sustainability

And while corporates in France

TOP THREE COMPETITORS: Sedex, RBA
and Higg

startups are also seen more and more
as attractive targets for international
companies, whether in tech or more

FUN FACT: EcoVadis awards companies
platinum)

Perhaps the greatest testament
Tehtris, a cyber startup, raised a
whopping €20m Series A in November
2020. EcoVadis, a sustainability metrics
in January 2020 to support its global

in their own right — carpooling app

performance through the pandemic
by invested venture capital, France

has consolidated by buying one of its
rivals.

and Germany.
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Over the past decade, funding raised
by French startups has been on a
spectacular growth path, and the
country has been able to both attract
more global investors and deliver bigger
funding rounds for its tech ecosystem.

2020, France exceeded €5bn in capital
invested on an annualised basis for the

positioning in deep tech, a category
comprising complex engineering and

to power better healthcare, and how
humans can cope with the impact

anticipation of future potential.
technical talent pool. “The last 20 years
have been about digital, but the next
decade will be about deep tech and we

Recently, Covid-19 and the race to
come up with a cure and engineer the
in deep tech, and biotech more

era,” says Fournier.
two hub for startup investment, behind
four destinations in terms of startup
investor sophistication, along with

“The last 20 years have
been about digital, but
the next decade will be
about deep tech and
we have something to

digital health, clean tech and agri-tech,
according to Paul-François Fournier,
executive director in charge of the
innovation division at Bpifrance, the
state-owned investment fund and a

general director of Hello Tomorrow, a
technology conference that launched
out of Paris and focuses on deep
tech innovation. “In digital health for
some barriers down and it has freed up
access to a lot more data.”

CATCHING THE NEXT WAVE
is diverse, growth momentum is
proving especially strong in business-

“Covid has served as an accelerator in

But beyond the current context, what
deep tech is about essentially runs on a

as the bridge between fundamental
applications deriving from it —
concrete products and services
that can be sold to consumers or
businesses. These startups will typically

trends,” says Tallec. “It targets today
tremendous economic weight and

carbon footprint, using data science

decade.”

DeepTech VC Investment
Other VC Investment

DeepTech VC Investment (€bn),
2015-2020

Portion of graduates in science, technology,
engineering and mathematics by country (%), 2018

Source: europeanstartups.co, dealroom.co

Source: europeanstartups.co, dealroom.co
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Four
French
deep tech
startups
to know
France is home to dozens of deep tech

computing to biotech. Here are four

EXOTEC: Founded in 2015, it has
raised €100m to build intelligent robot

Sometimes, that means fundamental

suit is undeniably its talent pool of
technology and science super brains,”
says Tallec.

study of AI startup formation.
Moreover, its engineering talent pool
is deep and comparatively cheap
compared to the now-comically
part to tax incentives for innovative

warehouse automation.
KINEIS
€100m to launch IoT nano-satellites
into orbit.

in France because we have good
engineers who are far cheaper than
the West Coast,” says Pierre-François
Thaler, chief executive of EcoVadis.

THE CAPITAL CONNECTION
French startups have momentum, and
are positioned in all the right areas, but
the community still faces its share of
challenges. It needs to further deepen

Financing for later-stage growth is a
dominant worry.

“We have pretty good
early-stage investors
but for later stage,
say €50m to €150m, it
“What is missing is the next-stage

ALEDIA: Founded in 2011 as a spin
CEA, it has raised €171m and achieved

OWKIN
portfolio of AI models and solutions
— where pharma companies and
academics can access the best models
and datasets to accelerate medical
research.

Silicon Valley and moved to Paris a few
years ago to set up a deep tech fund
called Future Shape. The inventor of
the iPod, a former Apple executive and
founder of smart home pioneer Nest,

names of tech that has helped draw
attention to France.

revenue and at international scale,” says
Alan founder Jean-Charles Samuelian.
“We have pretty good early-stage
investors but for later stage, say €50m

Access to funding from bigger, laterstage investors is important on several
levels. Bigger funds can connect
entrepreneurs and partners, to share
notes with and cooperate. When you
get big investors on board “you are
entrepreneurs can be helpful”.
EcoVadis chief executive Pierre-François
Thaler also notes the late-stage

is this M&A ecosystem,” he says. “You

You tend to see companies going to
million-dollar revenue and then having
to turn to American companies.”
Image: Exotec
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European Tech report, although there
has been a positive trend of private
ownership transactions, as with
Sendinblue.
There are also signs of protectionism

government created a fund to invest
in home-grown companies if they
receive unsolicited approaches from
foreign investors. The country faces
capital for its startups and remains
suspicious of rival nations poaching its
best and brightest.

“It is one thing if one or two startups go

European investors are also aligning
with what is the biggest trend in

are trying to push the debate on this.”

companies that raise money through

“It is one thing if one
or two startups go
to NASDAQ, but if we
are creating 20 or 30
in Europe, it would be

which will focus on organic food
and sustainable consumer goods,
whether SPACs will help the startup
economy.

ATTRACTING TALENT
While European tech companies tend
to list on the continent, hyperscalers

A second growth constraint is the
talent pool, which is unbalanced. While
France performs strongly in technical

exchange, according to Atomico.
well as those individuals who have
experienced this hyper scaling in the

IPO CHALLENGE

better both for Europe and France

The IPO route could be stronger. While
France reportedly wants to attract
unicorns from across the continent
to list their shares in Paris, the reality

for opportunities after a dire 2020.
A number of French startups are
rumoured to be considering an IPO,

for any emerging ecosystem.

huge scale and that are creative and

been subdued of late, compared to the
phenomenal procession of IPOs over
the Atlantic.

<$1B
>$1B

There were no French companies
appearing among the top 10 European
IPOs of 2020, and Europe as a whole

lowest rate in over a decade.

François Fournier.
“We are going to build stronger and
stronger companies that need an
exit strategy and, for some, going to
Number of tech IPOs by market cap by country, 2016-2020
Source: Atomico
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leaving some of the more mature

people.”

“The engineering
part is strong, but in
branding, we don’t have

Varza, the director of Paris startups
campus Station F. “Today, the Station F
community is one-third international,
Korea amongst the best represented
countries on campus.”

accelerate the development of tech
hubs across France too, away from the
capital city.

He adds that one downside of the
ecosystem has been in cities all across
community is a hesitance to poach
talent from domestic rivals, leading
companies to hire more from foreign
countries or remotely.
The permanent changes wrought by
the pandemic could, of course, play

geographic horizons.

including experienced entrepreneurs

Four
French
tech hubs
outside of
Paris
BORDEAUX: This regional digital
health cluster in the south west of
France boasts several prominent
which develops AI analysis of medical
digital solutions to relieve chronic
pain. Many Paris-based startups

Fournier. “Out of 4,000 startups a year,
25% of them are not in Paris. Startups
have access to talent from all over the

ManoMano.

of the French ecosystem: it will not
remain on a single front of Paris”.

to explore innovations including
satellite imaging, unmanned aerial
vehicles and cybersecurity. It has since
expanded to Hamburg, Bangalore and
Madrid.

“Out of 4,000 start-ups
a year, 25% are not in
Paris. Start-ups have
access to talent from

TOULOUSE:
aerospace accelerator, brings together

RENNES: This cybersecurity and
military intelligence hotspot combines
research facilities, multinationals,
SMEs and the French military, with an

cyber defence command system.
NANTES:
Nantes programme has fostered the
startup ecosystem in the city, along

interaction between digital companies
and students, and Atlanpole, the
regional accelerator promoting

For additional notable hubs, have a look
at the map on the next page.

Image: Lucine
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Lille

1.6%

Where are
France’s
startups
based?
France’s startups are
concentrated in Paris,
but there are many
ecosystems outside of
the capital

2020
milestones
JANUARY: France broadens stockoptions and tech visa rules to make
itself more attractive for international
talent.

Caen
0.4%

Paris

Strasbourg

54.1%

0.9%

The FT120 startups programme is
launched, featuring 120 laureates and
extra handholding measures across
France.
EcoVadis raises €165m.

Rennes
1.3%

MARCH: As the Covid-19 crisis hits,
France unveils a €4.3bn emergency
liquidity support plan dedicated to its
startups, stepping in to address the
cash and other concerns.

Nantes

MAY: ContentSquare raises about
€155m.

1.6%

AUGUST: Voodoo raises money from
Tencent for an undisclosed amount
and becomes a unicorn at a valuation
of €1.4bn.

French departments shaded by % of startups
located within them, with top 15 cities
highlighted.
Source: europeanstartups.co, dealroom.co.
French companies that raised €1m+ as of
Jan 2021

SEPTEMBER: A stimulus package of
€100bn is unveiled, including a €7bn
direct commitment to digital. Mirakl
raises €247m.

Lyon
4.4%

OCTOBER: Ynsect raises €190m.
DECEMBER: France exceeded €5bn
in capital invested on an annualised

Grenoble
1.9%

Bordeaux

became Europe’s number two hub for
startup investment, behind London.

2.3%

Nice

2020 highlights
€5.4bn raised in 2020 across the
ecosystem
That’s 620 VC deals
+7% growth in total raised vs 2019
VC money has grown x7 since 2014
75% of investments focus on Paris
and its region
IoT, healthtech and AI are the most
common categories of French
startups

Aix-en-Provence
1%

Toulouse
2.6%

Montpellier

0.7%

Valbonne
0.7%

1.5%

Marseille
1.8%
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The FT120
Every year, 120 French tech startups are
selected to take part in the La French Tech
FT120 support programme. This is the 2021
cohort, sorted by their year of foundation.

IGYXOS:
SCALITY:

VOODOO:

KERANOVA:

WYND:

KLAXOON:

EYEVENSYS:

PERFECTSTAY:
MIRAKL:
WORLDIA:

SPARINGVISION:

VESTIAIRE COLLECTIVE:
JOBTEASER:

OCTOBER:
AGRICONOMIE:

WITHINGS:
MEILLEURTAUX:

PHARMEDISTORE:

YOUNITED CREDIT:

BLABLACAR:

QAPA:

PAPERNEST:

SPENDESK:

management

AKENEO:

ALMA:

BACK MARKET:

mortgage loan

IZIWORK:
PAYFIT:

SWILE:

ALL MOL:
OVHCLOUD:

KINEIS:
CITYSCOOT:

ECOVADIS:

AB TASTY:

YNSECT:

BIOSERENITY:

SHADOW:

QARE:

TALENT.IO:

QONTO:

ENYO PHARMA:

VIRTUO:

TRUSK:

MADBOX:

YUBO:

DNA SCRIPT:
IADVIZE:
FINALCAD:

DEEZER:

LEMONWAY:

EVANEOS:

CYBELANGEL:

ANKORSTORE:

DREEM:

GEOSAT:
PLATFORM.SH:

MMS

AFYREN:

DOCTOLIB:

AMARISOFT:

INOTREM:

IVALUA:
MICROPHYT:

FLEXFUEL:

MISTERFLY:
SIGFOX:

SKEEPERS:
BRUT:

MOLOTOV:
ALAN:

MISTERTEMP’:
HR PATH:

OPENCLASSROOMS:

VEEPEE:

SELECTRA:

MWM:

ORNIKAR:
CONTENTSQUARE:

HAPPYTAL:

DYNACURE:

COOPTALIS:

HEETCH:

CERTIDEAL:

INNOVAFEED:

SHIFT TECHNOLOGY:

EKWATEUR:

JOONE:

ALEDIA:

CORWAVE:
OKWIND:
SENDINBLUE:
BELIEVE:

HAPPN:

FLYING WHALES:

KOVERS:

TALENTSOFT:

FRICHTI:
RECOMMERCE:

talent management

TISSIUM:
HOPPEN:

LUKO:

LUMAPPS:

BIOLOG-ID:

GOJOB:
ULTRA PREMIUM
REUNIWATT:

LEDGER:

MANO MANO:

DIRECT:

MEDADOM:

The FT120 in numbers
37,556 people are employed by companies
from the FT120 listing
30% of those employees are based outside
France
And 62% are running fully on remote work
FT120 companies plan to hire 10,000
people in 2021
4 in 10 of all the FT120 current employees
are female
But 7 out of 10 executive committee
members are male

ILEK:
DEVIALET:

IMCHECK

EXOTEC:

VADE SECURE:
ROBOCATH:

management

ENTEROME:

foreign markets

THERAPEUTICS:
MEERO:

LYDIA:

UBITRANSPORT:

38% of sales generated away from home
on average

EdTech
Ed

PerfectStay

MisterFly

Worldia

Ornikar

Evaneos

Papernest

Ivalua

Lemonway

Lydia

October

T
TravelTech

Ubitransport

Virtuo

Data/AI/
Cloud/SaaS

Meilleurtaux

Blablacar

Talentsoft

PayFit

D

Luko

Lumapps

Fin

Heetch
Okwind

Reuniwatt

Ilek

FlexFuel

Gojob

Ekwateur

Wynd

FinTech/
AssurTech

HR Path

Qonto

Mistertemp’

C

Klaxoon

CleanTech/
GreenTech

Flying Whales

Akeneo

Logistics

Meero

L

Swile

Iziwork

Younited Credit

Back Market

Spendesk

Platform.sh

Selectra
Cityscoot

HR

Talent.io

Mirakl

Mobility

iAdvize

HR

Trusk

M

Cooptalis

JobTeaser

Open
Classrooms

Certideal

Sendinblue

AB Tasty

Skeepers

I

Mar

Industry/
Production
site

MarTech

EcoVadis

S4M

Shift
Technology

All Mol

Contentsquare

A

OVHcloud

AdTech

Exotec

Brut
Alma

Eyevensys
Robocath

Qapa
FoodTech/
AgriTech

Enterome

Frichti

Shadow

Recommerce

Biolog-id

MediaTech

F

Happytal
Alan

Happn

Me

Molotov

Geosat

Entertainment
E

Pharmedistore

Cybel
Angel

Sigfox
Igyxos

Retail/
E-commerce

MadBox

R

Joone

H

Tel

HealthTech/
BioTech/
MedTech

Telecom

ImCheck
Therapeutics

Scality

Ultra Premium
Direct

Agriconomie
Amarisoft

Doctolib

Voodoo

Kovers

IoT/Manufacturing

TG

IoT

Tech for
Good

Ledger

Ankorstore
ManoMano

Yubo

Believe

Devialet
Construction
Tech/PropTech

Keranova
Vade
Secure

Ynsect

Hoppen

Vestiaire
Collective

S

Inotrem

Security/Privacy

Deezer

Finalcad

Veepee

BioSerenity

Dynacure

Co

MWM

Afyren
ENYO
Pharma

SparingVision
Qare

Withings
Innova
Feed

Corwave
Tissium

Dreem

Microphyt

DNA Script
SpaceTech

Visual guide to the
FT120 2021 cohort by

Medadom
Kineis

FoodTech/
AgriTech

L

Logistics

Sp

SpaceTech

Fin

FinTech/
AssurTech

M

Mobility

T

TravelTech

HealthTech/
BioTech/MedTech

Mar

MarTech

Tel

Telecom

HR

Me

MediaTech

TG

Tech for Good

AdTech

C

CleanTech/
GreenTech

Co

Construction
Tech/PropTech

H

D

Data/AI/Cloud/
SaaS

HR

E

Entertainment

I

Industry/
Production site

R

Retail/
E-commerce

IoT

IoT/
Manufacturing

S

Security/Privacy

Sp

Aledia

F

A

Ed

EdTech
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The next battle
transition and electronic communications

“B

uilding French tech
has been a transpartisan priority for
over 10 years, and

instead for the next one,” says O. “Yes,

discussions today and because

more and accelerate.”
from previous French leaders has
perhaps been in his pragmatic

When Covid-19 hit France in early 2020,

page on previous tech debacles and

startups struggle.

to what lies ahead.

After years of pumping state money
into growing the startup ecosystem,
France rushed to pour in more and
create a pipeline of support for
entrepreneurs.

underlying trend is really good. There

Soon after Macron was elected in
May 2017, he started putting forward

Predecessors focused on how France,
fell behind with the emergence
economy. Instead, Macron has made
positioning itself to, as he says, win the
next technology battle.

in the previous battle, we should aim

history repeat itself. His view is that
or even economic growth, but also
about the sovereignty of nations. One
of his main concerns is that France and
Europe could once more be left behind,
consuming technology that is designed
and built elsewhere — and giving up
their data in the process.
With that in mind, he has announced
plan after plan, each aimed at
federating talent, money and

Mid-March, less than 24 hours after
Macron announced school closures
and a host of other measures that

its startups, stepping in to address
the cash concerns brought about by
the coronavirus crisis, as well as to
propose a furlough scheme and other
exceptional measures.

intelligence, the development
cybersecurity.

Covid-19 and France wants “to use the

“We have a president who is willing to
commit himself to technology, because
tech is at the heart of international

it more competitive in two priority
sectors: environment and digital”.
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The entrep
preneurial state
The French government has always sought to guide its
economy and nurture strategic industries. Emmanuel
to applying these principles to its digital sectors.

What France has achieved
Tech has been a trans-partisan priority for over a decade,

and sovereignty weapon
attract international research investment

regime, are supporting startups
Hard cash has been dedicated to startups to
Visibility and handholding for founders through the

ecosystem on course

What’s next?
local startups

A clearer regulatory line for tech in Europe
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France’s
Covid-19
relief for
startups
generous countries when it came
to shielding its startups from the
economic fallout from Covid-19. Here

F

famous for its economic
interventionism — dirigiste,

priorities for public spending.

shorthand for state-led development
through Bpifrance, the French national
apply those ideas to its own startup
ecosystem.

former president Francois Hollande
that has brought patient capital to the

“When Emmanuel Macron came to
to invest in tech ecosystems or we
will lose the better part of the century
on the table for a while to support

cash concerns, including a

accelerated payment of alreadyplanned investments in the sector

Social charges and tax payments

recover funds from customers
ready to intervene for companies

Bpifrance has invested over €20bn
across sectors including digital, life
sciences, energy transition, medtech,
to pump money into startups and
facilitate entrepreneurship — measures
at innovation have been around for
several presidencies — startups and
founders view the younger, tech-savvy
president as more engaged in their
world than his predecessors.

payments or loan insurance fees

adapted for startups and directly

Bpifrance as a guarantor to get a

Back Market
THE ELEVATOR PITCH: Why buy new
when you can buy refurbished
MARKET: Consumer tech

Rent, electricity, gas and water
bills deferred or cancelled

TOTAL FUNDING:

Temporary unemployment
measures

USERS:

YEAR FOUNDED: 2014
FUN FACT:
were best sellers during Covid-19

PUT YOUR MONEY WHERE
YOUR MOUTH IS

is clear when you consider that

either directly or indirectly through
contributions to investment funds and
other schemes.

return on investment, compared to
the 10% or more typical for regular
investors. While 50% state-owned, it
ensuring more commercially astute
choices.
Executive director Paul-François Fournier
broader shift in innovation from large
corporates, who once dominated the
landscape, to startups. “The digital world
changed the paradigm,” he says. “In this
era, where everything is connected, a
small group is more agile to manage the
innovation process.”

to industrial and technological
development and ecological transition

Bpifrance built its strategy on
supporting startups through study
tours to Silicon Valley and Israel and
now funds around 2,000 startups a

a €7bn commitment to digital, with

critical startup communities essential to

In 2020, France unveiled a stimulus
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“The French government has created
a more pro-business environment
process for foreigners,” says Station
to enormous pools of capital — in early
2020, it raised €4.2bn from investors
Investment Company along with large
international and French institutional
investors such as Covea and Axa, as
Through this fund, Bpifrance plans to
invest in large and mid-sized companies

The government has also created its

The French
Tech Visa

easier to obtain, arriving in a foreign
country is never easy. This is perhaps
where more can be done to improve
the experience.”

founders and investors to obtain
a residence permit for France

Meanwhile, Macron has maintained

startup

extremely popular with entrepreneurs
over the years and even helped to
attract research investment from
international giants, convincing

2019, President Macron secured a
pledge from institutional investors to

to set up labs in France. Tax credits
cover around a third of the cost of
subcontracting with research institutes

These funds will participate in growth
rounds for tech companies.

“It is important to maintain these rates,
cofounder Antoine Hubert.

Aims to encourage tech talent to

Valid for four years

Costs a few hundred euros in
administrative fees
As of 2020, eligible companies
France

options rules to expand the existing

Support programmes are also in

programme supports 120 startups
a year through measures including
enhanced access to government
ministries, greater visibility through
overseas and help in connecting with
public sector opportunities. Founders
get handholding from a group of more
than 50 dedicated correspondents
from government agencies, ministries
and public services.

government funding and tax support for
the generosity of its incentives increased

called “BPSCE”) to foreign businesses
with employees based in France. The
change came as entrepreneurs across
Europe, in a bid to help startups attract
talent on the global stage, rallied
behind the “Not Optional” campaign

Direct Funding of BERD
Tax Support for BERD
Subnational tax Support for BERD

REFORMS
There have also been legal and
regulatory reforms. Key changes
in recent years include eliminating
a wealth tax outside of property,
simplifying the process of winding
down businesses and introducing a
founders and investors.

Direct government funding and tax support for
Business Enterprise Research & Development (BERD), 2018
As a percentage of GDP. Source: OECD R&D Tax Incentive Database
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to compete with the more generous
salaries of bigger companies to hire
the best talent.

to leave? If they want to go, shortening
that period can help you replace them

ruling in July 2020, Schrems II, put an

EUROPEAN RULES
diagnosis and treatment to be
provided online, helping the digital
health sector.
Even regulations that appear
reminiscent of old-school

which allowed companies to outsource

Of course, the regulatory context
is also a product of wider changes
French entrepreneurs with the
European regulatory environment has
consistently been mixed.

for instance, helped Alan to build its

years, which can be released as a lump
sum if you wish to start a company,
according to EcoVadis chief executive
Thaler.

operate in each country, says founder

have helped to address some of the
rigidities that previously held startups

OVHcloud

“The direction is really good, although
we could simplify more,” he says. “One
example is the three months notice

It illustrates how we should have
regulation at a European level and on
top of that, a national level for certain

digital giants and data privacy have
received criticism.

THE ELEVATOR PITCH: European-born
cloud hosting, to rival AWS
MARKET: Cloud
TOTAL FUNDING: €250m

PROCUREMENT IS THE NEXT
PIECE OF THE PUZZLE
Expectations from entrepreneurs visdebate over the role of government
investment in creating a buzzing
ecosystem and attracting investors
from all over the world. But now, the
view from founders is that what the
more state funding. Expectations are
focused instead on the idea that more
business and contracts should be

strategy, to favor local startups a little
more and global technology providers
something founder grouping France

DEBT FUNDING: €400m
YEAR FOUNDED: 1999
FUN FACT: Measured by surface area,

money, but also contracts,” says
BlaBlaCar and co-president of France

Alan
THE ELEVATOR PITCH: The next
generation of health care
MARKET: Healthtech
TOTAL FUNDING: €125m
YEAR FOUNDED:
USERS: 140,000+
NORTH STAR METRIC: members delight,

Michel Paulin, chief executive of
OVHcloud, says that more clarity is
needed on pan-European cloud rules.
In the past, there has been controversy
over a French health data centre
set up to serve hospitals, clinics and
healthcare sectors, because the data
itself was stored in the Netherlands,

startups in more than one way, by
helping them build a better product
too — France needs to buy more
European solutions.”

involvement, a lot of data was

This is something that Macron has
promised to address. Part of the answer
lies in the fact that the digital sector
spans across industries. With that in

terms of how the data was stored.

to digital — accessible to startups.

for companies)
FUN FACT:
has prompted speculation online about
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The French
touch
French innovation carries its own distinct signature, from
food and wine-tech to the AI pioneers drawing from
mathematics. But the French touch is also about startups

What France has achieved
disruption at any cost approach

Seizing on food and the environment as growth engines for
French innovation

What’s next?
Bringing talent closer together through specialised clusters
that hold their own on the global stage

Create additional opportunities for underprivileged and
underrepresented talent

THE SIFT

A

startup community builds
on decades of economic,
technological, cultural
and social context -—

innovation model that is consultative,
helping doctors improve their ways of

useful technology for them to be able
to focus more on the human aspect.”

entire healthcare model.

There is lots of peer sharing and idea

military intelligence unit.
to share best practices and mutual aid,
“A startup never comes out of thin
air,” says Nicolas Brien, head of France
advocacy group. “It relies on longstanding forces in the economic
environment.”

Doctolib
THE ELEVATOR PITCH: A lot of what
your doctor does can be done online
MARKET: Healthtech
TOTAL FUNDING:
YEAR FOUNDED:
USERS: 42m patients and 140,000
practitioners

responding to, distinctive features of
the French economy and wider society.
prowess, built over decades of
sustained investment and focus from
its leading academic institutions,

clean-tech.

is how we scale companies, by listening
to advice from other founders that
have done the same,” he says.

NORTH STAR METRIC: Video
FUN FACT:
paying subscribers, patients can use
the platform for free

innovation model is that we partner
with doctors, so we spend a lot of time
in doctor practices, co-creating our

A NATION OF
MATHEMATICIANS
While the French talent pool is still
maturing, it is world leading in
the domain of mathematics and
engineering. France has among
the highest number of Fields Medal
for mathematics, awarded to
young researchers for outstanding
achievement — on a per capita basis.

Culturally, French business is more
it slower paced than Silicon Valley, but

mathematics school, according to

based business models and idea
sharing.

CREATIVE COMMUNITY
French startup culture is less
aggressive and combative than in

a world view centred on overturning
established industries and powering
ahead with new ideas without the need
for a green light from the government.
While some of this disruption ideology
percolates into the French startup
scene, many of the most successful
against, wider governance.

Fields Medals per capita, 1936-2018
Source: International Mathematical Union and United Nations Population Division
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Four
French
quantum
computing
startups
to know
ALICE&BOB:
computers with proprietary selfcorrecting technology to help
researchers solve some of the hardest
problems across industries

QUANTFI:

Total volume of published AI patents, 2015-2018
Source: AI Index

PASQAL: Builds highly scalable

in Europe for startup density in

calculation power to solve complex
problems across industries

In early 2020, the government issued

CRYPTONEXT SECURITY:
generation cryptographic standards

top 10.
together its heavy-hitting academic
institutions: CEA, INRIA and the
graduates it has created, are critical

the General Secretariat for Investment
Further demonstrating its technical
globally by total volume of AI patents
the country missed the tech boom
chart). The number of AI-related French

and implement powerful algorithms
because of this long-standing expertise

academic institutions focused on

titans building their European AI
set up local AI operations in Paris.
it favourably in the transformative

applied maths and computer science.
While this left France on the sidelines
of the digital revolution so far, “we
might have a revenge on history now,
because in AI, applied maths is not
enough. AI is about huge data sets
trained by powerful algorithms,” he

“France has top-notch mathematicians
and AI experts, but it also has
world-renowned medical experts
and scientists more broadly,” says
Christophe Tallec, general director
of the Hello Tomorrow technology
conference, which hosts several
thousand entrepreneurs, executives
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and scientists at its events each year to

THE GREEN TRANSITION

innovation.

Food and the environment are a
second growth engine for French

software-climate nexus also birthed
Sterblue, a Y Combinator graduate,
which builds software to help drones
turbines.

years is that France is really good
at a lot of things,” says Tallec. “The

renowned food sector as well as
the cultural and social premium

excellent at one of those things.
What we need going forward is to
bring talent more closely together
in specialised clusters that can really

gastronomical prowess is one of the
and wine-tech boom.

players emerging in Bordeaux, the
wine region in south-west France. It
is home to a bustling community of
wine-tech startups, from drones to

from any other country other than
some areas.”
agenda has produced a platform
creating edible insect products for the
position the country at the forefront of

government has been pushing for.
Macron designated AI, cybersecurity

he says. “It is one of the largest food
and agro-producing countries in the
world, so we had very strong players —
from the French farmer co-ops to food

“These segments have in common the
massive economic weight that they will
represent in the coming decade, and

and so on — and we have Michelin
star chefs, so the food chain is one of

performance software. The French
government was an early mover in
creating pressure for corporations to
better manage their sustainability,

for other European nations.
sophisticated.”
France has also produced a crop

sector, with early stage venture capital
funds also setting up shop in recent

farmers, Agricool, a vertical agriculture
company, and Sencrop, a connected
farming ag-weather startup. The

One of the global brand names in
sustainability software, EcoVadis, was
governance reform and the demand
from corporates for tools to help them
raise their game.
There is also heightened concern
about sustainability among the French

annual increase in the number of deep
tech startups in France.

trend is set to continue. Covid-19,
for one, is boosting interest in digital
health. But beyond the current
potential in agriculture that can be

Ynsect
THE ELEVATOR PITCH: Growing bugs
as food, guaranteeing food security for
everyone
MARKET: Foodtech
TOTAL FUNDING:

a strong policy approach in response.
Former environment minister Nicolas
Hulot spearheaded reforms that
included a commitment to end the sale
of new gas and diesel-powered cars by
carbon-neutrality by 2050.

YEAR FOUNDED: 2011

into that space and well-established

NORTH STAR METRIC: Number of
vertical farms

deep tech startups.

FUN FACT:
biggest automated bug farm

committed to achieving 100% plastics
recycling by 2025 and ending oil and
gas production by 2040, and has issued
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additional aspirational targets, such
noticing in terms of collaborations
between startups and corporates
the world to ban food waste and a
new circular economy law will be
rolled out in February to incentivise
product reuse and prohibit single-use
materials.
The sustainability and circular economy
agenda has provided momentum to
support a range of startups, from
BlaBlaCar, which is battling excess

retailer. And France has produced its
share of food waste apps too, including
OptiMiam and Graapz.

in the same way in Europe and the
director. “For example, in Europe, it
is not legal to collect census data in

a typical case where collaboration will
help startups scale much faster.”

INCLUSION, FAIRNESS AND
DREAMS OF THE REPUBLIQUE

As a prime example, the French
and seriously failing many students.
Around 40% fail to achieve the

of the French revolution, and can still,
along with liberty and fraternity, be
found emblazoned on everything from

the highest proportion of low achievers

is struggling to realise its aspirations,
providing a stimulus to startups.

a country with nearly half of its per

Pierre-François Thaler, chief executive

ecosystem he sees a growing number
of North American engineers who now
including in France, and that the
home, partly to deploy their talents
solving social and environmental
problems.

Industrial unrest, racial tensions, a
perceived gap between Paris and
the rest of the nation, and a growing

more closely tied to academic success

safety are some of the social issues
rising in prominence in recent years,
and have been further underscored by
the pandemic.

to address the issue. President Macron
has vowed to abolish the elitist Ecole

issues within its own cultural approach,
Tech for good is also helping to attract
corporates to the startup world.

and introduce more specialisation
in computer science and coding.
Educational reforms include reducing
class size, changing the starting age

Venture investment into Paris region
cleantech startups, 2013-2018

Variation in science performance (PISA scores)
explained by student’s socio-economic status, 2015

Source: Cleantech.com

Source: Equity in Education, OECD 2018
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La Grande
Ecole du
Numérique
in France are not active in
education, employment or

of compulsory education from six to
national curriculum. The government

set up by the French government in
“Springboard”) to cultivate talent from

French
Tech
Tremplin
Helps founders overcome
socio-economic barriers to
become tech entrepreneurs

school dropouts every year
There will be an estimated
200,000 vacant positions in the
digital sector by 2021-22

French startups and entrepreneurs

government in 2015, Grande

free coding school in Paris created by

digital training, especially for
disadvantaged students

the country

Tech

space, experts and mentors
participated so far

with 1,000 students a year accepted
from an estimated 40,000 applications.
42 eschews teachers, instead relying
an approach tied to a 21st century

early days, the school has reportedly
achieved a 100% employment rate
among graduates.
Improving life outcomes for
challenging the preconceptions
of French corporates, says Samia

are still too wedded to conventional
diplomas from prestigious business
and engineering schools. Ghozlane is
the merits of competencies over paper

and open themselves up to diverse

PROMOTING FIGHTERS
The entrepreneurial ecosystem also
is not alone here, with all of Europe
funding went to entirely male founding
teams, and people from less privileged
Image: La Grande
Ecole du Numérique
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up only 1% of the 1,200 entrepreneurs

and the disadvantaged, Station F
created a “Fighters” scheme focused on
supporting disadvantaged founders.
But France has some cause for
best-performing nations in female
authorship of AI papers, for instance,
and there is “great awareness about
the need for more diversity within
the ecosystem — gender diversity
has been a central topic and a lot of
progress has been made,” says Varza.
“In 2019, almost all French VC funds
signed an agreement to increase the
amount of funding allocated to femalefounded companies by 2025.”

“There are still far too few initiatives
to support underprivileged and
underrepresented founders, but this
it is a problem that is present
throughout the global ecosystem,”
says Varza. “Funds are beginning
to diversify their teams, which
will contribute to diversifying their

“At Station F, we are doubling the
size of the Fighters Program for

But only 10% of startups are founded
founded in 2005, has accelerated over
550 startups founded or cofounded by
women. French telecom giant Orange
has also formed a women founder
accelerator to connect innovative ideas

“Fighter”
startups
worth
knowing
Here are three startups that came
for founders from underprivileged

DIGITALL
Founded by Tally Fofana

through a connected device
controlled by a mobile application,
which allows car owners to switch
remotely. Founder Fofana is himself a
former professional car thief with 15
years of experience.

with even more teams. We believe

LE FALAF’
Founded by Khadija Salomon

mindset that entrepreneurs
need to succeed, and we hold the
Fighters to the exact same standards
as all our other startups on campus.”

A social enterprise selling

refugees.
CHEZ VOS PRODUCTEURS
Founded by Antoine Pineau
Chez Vos Producteurs is an
fresh foods from local producers

products on their plates.
FIBRANY
Founded by Andy Cleraux
Fibrany is a monthly beauty
subscription box for an
underserved community:

usual sample-sized bottles, but rather
full-sized products and goodies. The
startup has the ambition of becoming
the leading hair care brand for
textured hair.

AI papers by % of female authorship by country, 2018
Source: AI Index
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Predictions
for 2021
eight trends to watch out for.

THE FRENCH TECH REVOLUTION

FRANCE

enthusiastic about their prospects in
the coming months.

the acceleration of the French and
European ecosystem as proof of the
grabs for startups in this part of the
world. “The environment is favourable
the emergence of new champions
leading companies,” he says.
“The tech ecosystem will continue to
grow ever faster with the investments

Image: Back Market team

EVERYONE

“The tech ecosystem
will continue to grow
ever faster with
the investments
President Macron

of tech in France and other European
countries will contribute to a further
shift of power away from Silicon Valley.

Tech with a purpose, including more
environmentally friendly innovation,
is gearing up to be the most popular
trend of 2021, based on predictions by
entrepreneurs.

Antoine Hubert.
“In 2021, more companies will realise

The Covid-19 pandemic has boosted
support for a greener, fairer and

“The refurbished tech industry is
thriving in France and we will see

towards a green recovery in 2021,”
he says. “In France, the government
the local opportunities,” says Varza. “In

the ever-growing e-waste problem by

and more tier one funds investing in

electronic products and incentives
to shift spending habits to used
electronics. We predict that other
governments will follow suit.”

this trend to continue and competition
to heat up.”

companies, especially as they emerge
as winners even amid Covid-related

possible unless they reduce emissions
across the value chain,” says PierreFrançois Thaler, chief executive of
EcoVadis. “The trend will be accelerated
by corporate and social initiatives, new
regulations and increased constraints
on fossil fuels.”

“More companies will
a tangible impact
is not possible
unless they reduce
emissions across the
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ALSO MORE SCEPTICS

been so important.”

hear predictions that health will be at
2021.

HOT TECH TREND

“DIVERSITY-WASHING”
In 2021, “diversity-washing will become
the new greenwashing,” says PierreFrançois Thaler, chief executive of
EcoVadis.

Agriculture is one of the sectors that
that there will be increased appetite for
“healthcare technologies, whether they
are innovative therapeutic solutions
or devices, or transformative digital
Christophe Tallec, the head of deeptech
conference Hello Tomorrow, is betting
on.
What is perhaps less obvious is
whether greater interest translates
into further changes in behaviour from
the sceptics.

year. Technologies for “agricultural

and investments only for show, not as

well as product control — for organic
products for instance — will get a lot

to cut it.

François Fournier.

greenwashing —
see “more regenerative and ecological
agriculture that includes a strategy for
soil conservation, and the emergence
of large-scale carbon-neutral vertical
farms to produce more and better with
less resources”.

just isn’t going to
cut it.
“Consumers, investors and

France has one of the highest anti-vax

mind,” says Tallec. “Innovators have a
responsibility to handhold people into
these new trends, because there are

farms today are used to feed animals,
Hubert predicts that the industry
more broadly will move towards new

companies to provide complete
supply chain practices and behaviors,”
says Thaler. “Minority ownership labels
will become less important in sourcing
and investment decisions — emphasis
how employees are treated and
commitments to diversity, at both the
brand and supplier level.”

VISIBLE HAND
Entrepreneurs expect that the role
of government and regulators will
become more important in the coming
months. Part of that comes from the
need to cope with the fallout from
Covid-19, for which governments are
doing a lot of the heavy lifting with
Image: Ÿnsect

beyond Covid too.
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“2021 will be a pivotal year from
a regulatory perspective, as the

the online safety and data protection of
every European citizen, and to allow a
fair competition within the sector,” says

For EcoVadis chief executive Thaler,
“the visible hand will return”. He
expects more environmental
regulation and policy geared towards
sustainability targets in 2021, and in
the rest of the decade to come.

“The visible hand
will force the
sustainability
laggards to change

safety that they implemented at the
beginning of the pandemic.

organisations to improve operations
with predictive analytics, to build new
added value services or products,” he
says.

“Next up is the economic hangover,
year recoveries and immense pressure
companies, especially those in slower
recovering sectors, must be extremely
attentive to their suppliers and
increase focus on human rights and
cut to survive.”

SOVEREIGNTY GAIN GROUND
In recent years, data storage has
business imperatives and costs, as

“Data is the new

As a result, in 2021, data localisation
strategic factor for businesses, feeding
into the demand for a trusted and
sovereign European cloud, says Paulin.

data protection and individual rights,”
he says. “In Europe, we want to have
an open IT ecosystem, where we
control the location of data but also its
portability and interoperability. There is
a strong push towards local innovation
to avoid being dependent on external
sources for the most sensitive data.”

“The tone will be set in Europe with the

Paris Agreement,” he says. “The visible
hand will force the sustainability
laggards to change to survive, while
further propelling leaders forward
and opening up new doors around
investments, M&A, growth, earnings
and more.”

EMPLOYEES
more of their companies in terms of
what they are going to do to support
their mental and physical health,” says
Jean-Charles Samuelian, chief executive
and cofounder of Alan.
EcoVadis chief executive Thaler adds:
“The economic fallout of Covid-19 will
Image: OVH
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for the digital transition and electronic communications, Cédric O, for
agreeing to be interviewed for this report.
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Agnès Bazin
Nicolas Brien
Pierre Dubuc, cofounder, OpenClassrooms
Paul-François Fournier, executive director, Bpifrance
Samia Ghozlane
Antoine Huber
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Sacha Lazimi, cofounder and chief executive, Yubo
Frédéric Mazzella, founder, BlaBlaCar
Michel Paulin, chief executive, OVHcloud
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ecosystem and bolstered by its government. They bring together
France a great home for global mission-driven tech champions.

openness, while propelling the French startup scene forward both
locally and internationally.

ministries and government agencies.

Questions? Feedback?
Would you like to partner with Sifted on
the next report into your sector?
tech hub?
Get in touch with Christopher Sisserian,
head of Sifted Intelligence via chris@sifted.eu
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